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Abstract
We de"ne an invariant of closed 3-manifolds counting the signed equivalence classes of representations of
the fundamental group in SL

(). The invariant is an SL

()-analog of the Casson-Walker invariant for
SU(2). We reinterpret the invariant algebro-geometrically and show that it is non-negative. We relate the
invariant to a generalization of the norm of Culler, Gordon, Luecke and Shalen. We show that an analog of
the Casson-Walker knot invariant exists in this setting. We obtain a Dehn surgery formula for the invariant
for manifolds which are the result of Dehn surgery on knots in integral homology spheres, where the surgery
coe$cients obey certain technical conditions.  2001 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to use intersection theory techniques to de"ne an invariant of closed
3-manifolds which will count the (signed) equivalence classes of representations of the fundamental
group in S¸

(). The invariant we de"ne is analogous to that of Casson and Walker (see [1,13]),
which counts S;(2)-representations, that of Cappell et al. [6], which counts S;(n)-representations,
and those in [3], which count SO(3)-,;(2)-, Spin(4)-, and SO(4)-representations.
Let M be a closed 3-manifold. Let (=

,=

,) be a Heegaard splitting of M, where =

is
a handlebody with =

" a genus g surface and M"=

= . For any Lie group G, the
0040-9383/01/$ - see front matter  2001 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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pushout diagram
of surjections of fundamental groups induces a diagram
of inclusions, where RM

(Z) is de"ned to be Hom(

(Z)G)/G, endowed with the quotient of the
compact-open topology. Since RM

(M)"RM

(=

)RM

(=

) and dimRM

(=

)"

dimRM

() (see
[3]), it makes sense to try to de"ne an intersection number for RM

(=

) and RM

(=

) in RM

(),
thereby `countinga the elements of RM

(M). Di$culties arise because the spaces involved are not
manifolds.
In this paper we solve this intersection problem for G"S¸

() in the roughest possible sense.
We restrict our attention to the spaces RM 
 
of equivalence classes of irreducible representations.
These spaces are manifolds (see [10]), but they are not compact in general. The invariant studied
here is obtained by further restriction of our attention to compact (or equivalently, zero dimen-
sional) components of RM 
 
(=

)RM 
 
(=

) in RM 
 
(). We isotope RM 
 
(=

) by an
isotopy h which is the identity outside a neighborhood of these components and for which
h(RM 
 
(=

)) is transverse to RM 
 
(=

) inside supp(h); we then count the points in
h(RM 
 
(=

))RM 
 
(=

) with signs, ignoring the other components of the intersection.
Henceforth, we use the notations RM and RM  for RM
 
and RM 
 
.
We remark that this procedure is analogous to that applied by Boyer and Nicas in [2] to obtain
a generalization of Casson's S;(2)-invariant. With our approach, however, we are able to show
that for closed, hyperbolic 3-manifolds the S¸

()-invariant is strictly positive. This result is
particularly interesting in light of Thurston's hyperbolization conjecture.
Varieties of S¸

()-representations of 3-manifolds have already been studied extensively by
topologists, especially by Culler and Shalen [7], by Culler et al. [5], and by Cooper et al. [4]. In the
second half of the paper we relate our invariant to those of [4,5]. In Theorem 4.8, we obtain
a combinatorial formula for computing the invariant for manifolds which are the result of Dehn
surgery on knots in integral homology spheres, where the surgery coe$cients obey certain
technical conditions.
The paper is organized as follows: we de"ne the invariant in Section 2 and reinterpret it from an
algebro-geometric viewpoint. In Section 3 we discuss the positivity of the invariant for hyperbolic
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manifolds and show that for not su$ciently large manifolds all representations are in fact counted by
the invariant. In Section 4 we discuss the invariants of [4,5] and derive the Dehn surgery formula.
2. De5nition of 
2.1. Dexnition
LetM be a closed 3-manifold with Heegaard splitting (=

,=

,). We retain all notation from
the introduction.
Our "rst observation is that the spaces RM (Z), where Z",=

,=

, or M, are not Hausdor!.
(See [10].) This is easily recti"ed by studying the geometric invariants of RM (Z), or equivalently (in
this setting!) the characters of representations in Hom(

(Z),S¸

()). Let X(Z) denote the space of
characters of representations of 

(Z) in S¸

() with the Zariski topology, an a$ne algebraic set,
and let X(Z) denote the space of characters of irreducible representations.
It is well known (see for example [7, Proposition 1.5.2]) that irreducible representations in
S¸

() with the same character are conjugate. Thus in fact X(Z)"RM (Z) as sets. We retain the
notation RM (Z) for the space of conjugacy classes of representations with the quotient of the
compact-open topology.
Note that the irreducible components of X(=

)X(=

) are in fact subvarieties of the a$ne
algebraic set X(). It follows that every compact component of RM (=

)RM (=

) is zero-
dimensional, since the projective closure of any higher-dimensional component of
RM (=

)RM (=

) must intersect the hyperplane section at in"nity non-trivially.
Note also that RM (Z) inherits the standard orientation of X(Z) as a complex algebraic variety.
Let h :RM ()PRM () be an isotopy such that h is supported in a compact neighborhood of the
union of all zero-dimensional components of RM (=

)RM (=

) which does not meet any higher-
dimensional component of the intersection and such that h(RM (=

)) meets RM (=

) transversally in
supp(h). (Standard arguments show that this is possible.) We de"ne
De5nition 2.1. (M)"sign(p).
Here, the sum is taken over all zero-dimensional components p of h(RM (=

))RM (=

). As usual,
sign(p) is de"ned to be#1 if the orientation of h(RM (=

)) followed by that of RM (=

) gives that of
RM () and!1 otherwise.
Theorem 2.2. (M) is a well-dexned invariant of the 3-manifold M.
Proof. Since RM (=

),RM (=

), and RM () are manifolds, standard arguments show that (M) is
independent of the choice of isotopy used to de"ne it.
We must show that (M) is independent of the choice of Heegaard splitting ofM. Singer's theorem
[12] states that after the addition of su$ciently many trivial handles, any two Heegaard splittings of
M are ambient isotopic. In other words, it is su$cient to show that (M)"(M), where (M) is
computed using the Heegaard splitting (=

,=

,) and (M) is computed using the stabilization
(=


/
<

,=


/
<

,). Here (<

,<

,) is the genus one Heegaard splitting of S.
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Identify RM () with []3RM () 	 (

(
disc))"1. Identify RM (=

) with []3
RM (=


/
<

) 	 (

(<

))"1 in RM (=


/
<

). Then clearly RM (=

)RM (=

) and RM (=


/
<

)RM 
(=


/
<

) are equal as sets. The Mayer}Vietoris sequence for (,
disc, 
disc) yields
0PH(;sl

())PH(
disc; sl

())H(
disc; sl

())
PH(
disc
disc; sl

()),
where the map H(
disc; sl

())PH(
disc
disc; sl

()) is zero. Hence the tangent
space ¹
RM ()"H(;sl()) at a point [] in RM () decomposes as
¹
RM ()H(
disc; sl ()), and the tangent space ¹RM (=/<) at a point [] in RM (= )
decomposes as ¹
RM (=)H(< ;sl()). Therefore an isotopy h of RM () making h(RM (= ))
transverse to RM (=

) in supp(h) extends naturally to an isotopy h of RM () such that
h(RM (=

))RM (=

)"h(RM (=


/
<

))RM (=


/
<

). If p is a point in the intersection, it remains
to be shown that sign(p)"sign(p), where sign(p) is computed using the Heegard splitting
(=


/
<

,=


/
<

,).
Denote the orientation of Z by [Z]. We have [RM (=

<

)]"[RM (=

)][H(<

; sl

())] and
[RM ()]"[RM ()][H(
disc;sl

()]. Since all spaces involved are complex, we obtain
sign(p)"[h(RM (=<))] [RM (=<)]
[RM ()]
"[h(RM (=))] [H(< ; sl ())] [RM (= )] [H(< ; sl ())]
[RM ()] [H(
disc; sl

()]
"
[h(RM (=

))] [RM (=

)]
[R()] 
[H(<

; sl

())] [H(<

; sl

())]
[H(
disc; sl

()] 
"sign(p) ) 1. 
2.2. Second dexnition and positivity
Note that X(=

) and X(=

) are non-singular subvarieties of X(), a non-singular, quasi-
projective variety. Then there is an intersection cycle forX(=

) andX(=

) inX(), well-de"ned
up to rational equivalence, coming from algebraic geometry. There are various approaches to
de"ning this cycle; we follow Fulton [8].
We begin with some de"nitions. A k-cycle  on X() is a "nite formal sum "n

[<

], where
n

is an integer and <

is a k-dimensional subvariety ofX().  is said to be rationally equivalent to
zero if there exist a "nite number of (k#1)-dimensional subvarieties ;

of X() and non-zero
rational functions r

on ;

such that
"[div r

]
where div r

"

ord

(r

)[<]. Here < runs over all codimension-one subvarieties of ;

, and
ord

(r

) is the order of vanishing of r

at <. We obtain a well-de"ned group A

() of k-cycles
modulo rational equivalence. A cycle on X() is an element of the graded group AH ().
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If i :>PX() is a closed regular imbedding of codimension d,< is a purely k-dimensional
variety, and f :<PX() is a closed imbedding, then we de"ne the intersection product of > and
< to be an element of A
	
( f	(i(>)) as follows:
Let ="f	(i(>)). Let N

> denote the normal bundle of > in X(), and let N denote its
pullback to a rank d bundle on= with projection . Let C denote the normal cone of = in <.
C embeds naturally into N, and so determines a k-cycle [C] on N.
One can de"ne a pullback homomorphism H:A
		
=PA

N in the usual manner for any l ; it
can be shown that this is in fact an isomorphism. Let sH:A

NPA
	
= denote the inverse of H.
Then the intersection > )< is de"ned to be sH([C]).
For details on this construction, see [8, Chapters 1}6]. Intuitively, one should think of intersect-
ing [C] with the zero section of N.
In our case, the dimensions of both X(=

) and X(=

) are 

that of X(), so we obtain
a 0-cycle in A

(X(=

)X(=

)). If X(=

) and X(=

) intersect properly, this is just a linear
combination of the points of X(=

)X(=

). If a component of the intersection has dimension
greater than 0, the contribution from that component is a linear combination of points on that
component; however the points are not uniquely de"ned.
If P is a zero-dimensional component of X(=

)X(=

), let n


denote its coe$cient in the
intersection cycle X(=

) )X(=

).
Theorem 2.3. (M)"n


, where the sum is taken over all zero-dimensional components P of
X(=

)X(=

).
Proof. In [9, Section 1], it is shown that a topological intersection number I for manifolds which
intersect properly may be expressed as a sum I"

m(Z), where the sum is taken over all
components Z of the intersection and where m(Z) is an integer, the `intersection multiplicitya at Z.
It is shown in [9, Section 4], that these topological intersection multiplicities agree with the
algebraically de"ned ones for complex varieties. The theorem follows. 
Our "nal observation is that the multiplicities n


for zero-dimensional P are known to be*1.
(Again, the reader is referred to [9].) In particular, we obtain:
Proposition 2.4. (M)*0. If RM (=

)RM (=

) has at least one zero-dimensional component, then
(M)'0.
3. NSL manifolds and hyperbolic manifolds
We restrict our attention to manifolds which are not su$ciently large (NSL). Recall that a closed
3-manifold is not suzciently large if it contains no properly embedded, 2-sided, incompressible
surface. We have:
Proposition 3.1. If M is NSL, then every component of X(M) is zero dimensional.
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Proof. If X(M) contained a component of dimension 1 or more, then by Theorem 2.2.1 of [7],


(M) would have a non-trivial splitting. This in turn would imply the existence of an incompress-
ible surface in M by Proposition 2.3.1 of [7], contradicting the assumption that M is NSL. 
Thus we see that for NSLmanifolds the invariant (M) gives an accurate count of the characters
of irreducible representations (with multiplicities).
Now let M be any hyperbolic manifold. We have:
Proposition 3.2. If M is hyperbolic, then X(M) has a zero-dimensional component and (M)'0.
Proof. The hyperbolic structure on M gives a discrete, faithful representation 

MPPS¸

().
Thurston has shown that this representation lifts to a representation  in S¸

(), which is discrete
and faithful, hence irreducible. (See, for example, [7, Section 3].) By the main theorem of [14], the
characters of discrete, faithful representations form an open subset ofX(M). On the other hand, by
Mostow rigidity (Theorem 4.1.2 and Corollary 4.1.4 of [7]), the discrete, faithful representation in
PS¸

() is unique up to conjugation; therefore the set of characters of discrete, faithful representa-
tions in S¸

() is "nite. It follows that the character of  is isolated in X(M). 
This is particularly interesting in light of Thurston's hyperbolization conjecture. Recall that this
conjecture states that any closed, oriented, NSL 3-manifold with in"nite fundamental group which
is not Seifert "bered is hyperbolic. Clearly, our invariant is not strong enough to detect hyperbolic-
ity, since we are counting representations in S¸

() which do not necessarily yield discrete, faithful
PS¸

()-representations. However, we do "nd that the invariant is positive for closed, NSL,
hyperbolic manifolds.
4. A Dehn surgery formula
The remainder of the paper is devoted to the computation of (M) for many 3-manifolds M
resulting from Dehn surgery on a knot in a homology sphere M.
4.1. The variety D

Let N be the complement of a knot K in a homology sphere M.
Let LR(N) be the subvariety of diagonal representations. Let t :PX(N) be the restric-
tion to  of the canonical surjection R(N)PX(N) taking a representation to its character. The
map t is easily seen to be surjective. Let r :X(N)PX(N) be the restriction map induced by the
inclusion 

(N)P

(N). Finally, let D

be the union of the curves t	 (r(>))L, where > runs
over all components of X(N) such that r(>) is one dimensional.
Note that D

is a branched double cover of the one-dimensional part of the closure of the image
of r. We have
r(>)"t (D)"D/(a, b)&(a	,b	),
where (a,b)3HH.
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We remark that D

has been studied by Cooper et al. [4]. Their polynomial invariant A

(,) is
the unique polynomial (up to multiplication by non-zero constants) which vanishes exactly on
D

and which has no repeated factors.
Let K


denote the closed 3-manifold which is the result of p/q-Dehn surgery on K in M. To
compute (K


), we would like to intersect D

with the curve ¸


given by the equation "1,
count points (counting 2 for each point ($1,$1) in the intersection), and divide by 2. There are
several potential problems with this approach, however. Firstly, we must establish to what extent
points in t(D
¸


) actually correspond to points in X(K


) and vice-versa. Secondly, we must
determine the multiplicity with which each point should be counted. Finally, we must remove any
reducible characters from our count.
We begin by investigating which points in t (D
¸


) actually correspond to points inX(K


).
We identify X(K


) with its image in X(N) under the inclusion induced by the surjection


(N)P

(K


) of fundamental groups. Recall that D

is de"ned to be the inverse image under
t of the closure of the sets r(>); we are not guaranteed that every point in t (D¸
 ) is in the
image of r.
Let L and M be the longitude and meridian of K, respectively. We have
Proposition 4.1. Let> be a component ofX(N) such that r(>) is one-dimensional. If  is a character in
r(>)t(D¸
 ) such that (M)O$2 or (L)O$2, then r	() is contained in X(K
 ).
Proof. Let  be a representation of 

(N) with character  satisfying r( )". Since either
(M)O$2 or (L)O$2, at least one of the matrices (M) and (L) does not have trace$2.
It follows that  is conjugate to a representation  such that (M) and (L) are diagonal matrices,
since (M) and (L) commute. But then (M)"(L)	, and hence  is in R(K


). The
proposition follows. 
Thus most points in t(D
¸


) arise as images of representations inR(K


). However, we must
still account for points in r(>)
r(>) and for characters  with (M)"$2 and (L)"$2. More
information is needed to determine whether there are points in t (D
¸


) which do not
correspond to points in X(K


).
On the other hand, t(D
¸


) does contain the images of the relevant points of X(K


):
Proposition 4.2. t (D
¸


) contains the r-image of the zero-dimensional part of X(K


).
Proof. Clearly, any character in X(K


) which lies on a component > of X(N) such that r(>) is
one-dimensional maps into t (D
¸


). We must show that any zero-dimensional component of
X(K


) lies on such a component of X(N).
Assume pO0 and qO0, and let Z be a component of X(N) with dim r(Z)"2. Then
t (¸
 )r(Z)"t (¸
 ), and it follows from Proposition 4.1 that all but "nitely many of the points
in r	(t (¸
)r(Z))"r	t (¸
 )) lie inX(K
 ). Therefore, there are no zero-dimensional compo-
nents of ZX(K


).
In the case of 0/1-surgery, we know that any character inX(K


) maps to the line t ("1). This
line is always a component of D

, corresponding to the abelian representations of 

(N).
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In the case of 1/0-surgery, yieldingM itself, if Z is a component of X(N) with dim r(Z)"2, then
r	(t (¸
))Z is a curve contained in r	(t (¸
 )). It is easy to check that any curve in
r	(t (¸
))X(N) must correspond to representations with (M)"I. (Here again we use the fact
that (M) and (L) commute.) It follows that the entire curve lies in X(M). 
4.2. Intersection multiplicities
In this section we determine the multiplicities with which most points in t (D
¸


) should be
counted if N contains no closed incompressible surface.
By Proposition 4.2, we may write
(K


)" 
 
 
n


(), (1)
where n


() is the number of points inX(K


) with r-image , counted with their multiplicities as
points in X(=

)X(=

). If  is not in r(X(K


)), then clearly n


()"0. We show
Proposition 4.3. Assume N contains no closed incompressible surface. Let  be a character in
t (D
¸


) lying in r(X(K


)). Assume (M)O$2 or (L)O$2. Then
n


()"n

d

i
 .
Here the sum is taken over all components > of X(N) with 3r(>) such that the component of
r	(t (¸
)) meeting > at r	() is zero dimensional. n is an integer depending only on >, d is the
degree of the map r	

:>Pr(>), and i
 is the intersection number of r(>) and t (¸
) at  in X(N).
Proof. We choose an appropriate Heegaard splitting for M as follows. Attach 1-handles to
a neighborhoodN(K) of the knotK inM so that=

"N(K)1-handles and=

"M
=

form
a Heegaard splitting forM. Let 

be a curve in "=

which bounds a disc transverse to the ith
handle of =

. Let 


be a curve representing tM#uL. If  denotes the character of the
representation , we have
X(=

)"3X()	(
)"I and ()"I,
X(N)"3X()	( )"IX(=),
X(K


)"3X()	(
 )"I and ()"IX(= )
"3X()	(
 )"IX(N).
Let > be a component of X(N) satisfying the conditions of the theorem. Since N contains no
closed incompressible surface, Proposition 2.4 of [4] implies that> is one-dimensional. Hence> is
a proper component of 3X()	( )"IX(= ) inX(). Let n be the coe$cient of [>] in
the intersection cycle 3X()	()"I )X(=) de"ned in Section 2.2.
Note that a point P3r	()> is an isolated point in X(K


) if and only if the component of
r	(t (¸
)) meeting > at P is zero dimensional. Thus our restrictions on > insure that we are
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counting precisely those points in X(K


) which contribute non-trivially to n


(). The intersec-
tion multiplicity of such a point P in r	()> is n

times the coe$cient m


of [P] in the
intersection cycle > ) 3X()	(
)"I since the intersection is proper.
It remains to be shown that 

	m
"d i . This follows from the fact that the intersec-
tion of r(>) and t (¸
) at  is proper, since Proposition 4.1 implies that the sets
r(3X()	(
"I) and t (¸
) agree near . 
4.3. A Dehn surgery formula
To conclude our paper, we prove a theorem relating (K


) to a seminorm which is a generaliz-
ation of the norm of [5]. Much of the material in this section was suggested by an anonymous
referee of an early version of this paper.
We "rst de"ne the seminorm.
Let > be a one-dimensional component of X(N) such that r(>) is one-dimensional. Let >I be
a smooth, projective curve birationally equivalent to >. Let 3

(N). Let I :>P be the
regular function P(), and let II  be the induced function on>I . Let e :H (N;)P(N) be the
inverse of the Hurewicz isomorphism.
De5nition 4.4. For 3H

(N ;), set 				

"deg(II 
!2), and set 				"n 				 , where the sum
is taken over all one-dimensional components > of X(N) which contain the character of an
irreducible representation and for which r(>) is one-dimensional.
Lemma 4.5. 		 ) 		 is a seminorm on H

(N;).
Proof. The arguments of [5, Section 1.4] show that deg[(II 
  
)!4] is a seminorm on H

(N;).
But 				

"

deg[(II 
 )!4], so 		 ) 		 is a seminorm. The lemma follows. 
In fact, as in [5, Section 1.4], we "nd that 		 ) 		 is piecewise linear and that the vertices of the unit
ball are rational multiples of strict boundary classes (which are de"ned below). Moreover, if N is
hyperbolic, then 		 ) 		 is a norm.
Our theorem imposes some restrictions on the Dehn surgery coe$cient p/q. We need several
de"nitions. Those given in De"nition 4.6 are from [5].
De5nition 4.6. An essential surface in N is a properly embedded incompressible surface S, no
component of which is parallel to N. If S is non-empty, the boundary components all have the
same slope p/q, which we call the boundary slope of S. A slope p/q in N is a boundary slope if it is the
boundary slope of some essential surface in N. A slope p/q is a strict boundary slope if it is the
boundary slope of an essential surface which is not a "ber of any "bration of N over S.
De5nition 4.7. A slope p/q corresponding to 3

(N) is exceptional if there is an irreducible
representation  : 

(N)PS¸

() such that
(i) the character  of  lies on a one-dimensional component > of X(N) such that r(>) is
one-dimensional,
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(ii) trace (

(N))L$2,
(iii) ker(	 /) is the cyclic group generated by .
We are now ready to state the theorem.
Theorem 4.8. Assume N contains no closed incompressible surface. The knot K determines non-
negative integers E

and E

with the following property. Let p/q be any non-exceptional slope
which is not a strict boundary slope for K. Let p"p if p is odd, and let p"p/2 if p is even. Suppose
that the Alexander polynomial of K has no root which is a pth root of 1. Set
u"pM#qL3H

(N;). Then
(K


)"
		u		!E

if p is even,
		u		!E

if p is odd.
We remark that by a theorem of Hatcher [11], there are only "nitely many boundary slopes for
a knot K. Moreover, there are only "nitely many exceptional slopes, since up to conjugation there
are only "nitely many irreducible representations  satisfying (i) and (ii) of De"nition 4.7. Thus if
N contains no closed incompressible surface and the Alexander polynomial of K has no roots
which are roots of 1, then we have excluded only "nitely many slopes. In particular, we have:
Corollary 4.9. Assume N contains no closed incompressible surface. The knot K determines a positive
integer (K) with the following property. Let p be a non-zero integer such that no pth root of unity is
a root of the Alexander polynomial of K, where p is dexned as in the statement of the theorem. Then
there is a positive integer Q

such that for any two integers q and q with 	q	,	q	*
Q

, sign(q)"sign(q), and (q, p)"(q, p)"1, we have
(K


)!(K


)"(K)(sign(q))(q!q).
Proof. Choose Q

so that for q with 	q	*Q

and (q, p)"1, the slope p/q is neither exceptional nor
a strict boundary slope. Then for q and q with 	q	,	q	*Q

and (q,p)"(q, p)"1, we have
(K


)!(K


)"		pM#qL		!		pM#qL		.
Now as in [5, Section 1.4], it is easy to check that 		 ) 		 is a sum of absolute values of
homomorphisms on the lattice H

(N;); say 		 ) 		"

	

( ) )	, where 

:H

(N;)P. Set
Q

"maxQ
	p

(M)	
	

(L)	
: 

(L)O0.
Then for q and q as in the statement of the corollary we have
		pM#qL		!		pM#qL		" 

	

(pM#qL)	!	

(pM#qL)	
" 

	p

(M)#q

(L)	!	p

(M)#q

(L)	.
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Call this quantity (*). Note that sign(q(L))"sign(q(L)) since sign(q)"sign(q). Thus, if
sign(p

(M))"sign(q

(L)) or if 

(M) or 

(L) is 0, we have
(*)"



(	p

(M)	#	q

(L)	)!(	p

(M)	#	q

(L)	).
If sign(p

(M))"!sign(q

(L)), we have 	q

(L)	'	p

(M)	 and 	q

(L)	'	p

(M)	 by as-
sumption on q and q. Hence we obtain
(*)"



(	q

(L)	!	p

(M)	)!(	q

(L)	!	p

(M)	).
In either case, we have
(*)"



(	q	!	q	)	

(L)	
"(q!q)sign(q) 

	

(L)	.
Set (K)"

	

(L)	. The assertion follows. 
We now prove the theorem.
Proof of Theorem 4.8. Fix p and q satisfying the hypotheses of the theorem. Our "rst observation is
that for no component > of X(N) containing the character of an irreducible representation does
> contain the character of a reducible representation lying in X(K


). To see this, let  be
a reducible representation with (ML)"I. We have (L)"I, since L belongs to the second
derived subgroup of 

(N). Therefore (ML)"(M)"I, and the corresponding point in
t	 (X(N)) is of the form (1, t), where t is a pth root of 1. By [4, Proposition 6.2], if  lay on
a component of X(N) containing the character of an irreducible representation, then t would be
a root of the Alexander polynomial 

of K. This contradicts the assumption that 

has no root
which is a pth root of 1.
Let> be a component ofX(N) which contains the character of an irreducible representation and
whose image under r is one-dimensional.> is one-dimensional by Proposition 2.4 of [4]. Let>I be
the smooth projective curve birationally equivalent to >, and let  :>IP> be the birational
equivalence.
Note that II ML is not a constant function, for otherwise Lemma 1.6.4 of [5] would imply that
N contained a closed incompressible surface. (Here, note that the surface S of Lemma 1.6.4 of [5]
can be constructed as long as II ML is "nite at some ideal point of>I and p/q is not a strict boundary
slope.) For each x3>I , let m

denote the order of the zero of II ML!2 at x if it vanishes; otherwise
set m

"0.
Let A

be the set of ordinary points x (i.e. points where  is de"ned) of >I with m

'0 and
(x)(M)O$2 or (x)(L)O$2. Let a

"

m

. Note that if x3A

, then (x) corresponds to
a point inX(K


). Moreover if "r((x)), then the product d

i
 of Proposition 4.3 is precisely the
sum of the values m

over x3A

	r((x))". Therefore the contribution of the points in A

to
(K


) is n

a

.
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Let B

denote the set of points of >I corresponding to characters  with (M)"$2 and
(L)"$2 at which II ML!2 vanishes. Let b"m .
Note that for no ideal points (i.e. points of >I where  is unde"ned) does II ML!2 vanish, for
otherwise Lemma 1.6.4 of [5] would imply that N contained a closed incompressible surface, as
before. Thus the set of zeroes of II ML!2 is the disjoint union AB . We obtain
		pM#qL		

"a

#b

. (2)
Now for x3B

, the contribution of x to (K


) may not agree with m

. Choose a Heegaard
splitting for N as in the proof of Proposition 4.3. Let X() denote the normalization of X(), and
let  :X()PX() be the natural regular birational map realizing the normalization. Note that
>I may be identi"ed with the normalization of >, and we may view >I as sitting inside X(). We
de"ne x to be the coe$cient of x in the intersection cycle >I ) 	(3X()	(ML)"I) if the
intersection contains x; otherwise set x"0. Then x is precisely the contribution of x to (K
 ).
That is, for each character  in r(>) with (M)"$2 and (L)"$2 at which II ML!2 vanishes,
we have
n


()"


 
n

x .
Let c

"

x . Then formula (1) of Section 4.2 reduces to
(K


)"

n

a

#

n

c

.
Comparing with (2) and recalling that 		pM#qL		"

n

		pM#qL		

, we obtain
(K


)"		pM#qL		#

n

c

!

n

b

.
Let p/q be another slope satisfying the hypotheses of the theorem with p,p mod 2 and
q,q mod 2. De"ne b

and c

in the same way as b

and c

, respectively, using p and q in place
of p and q. We show that


n

b

!

n

c

"

n

b

!

n

c

. (3)
For each>, note that the sets B

and B

are identical since p,p mod 2 and q,q mod 2. Let
x3B

. Note that by non-exceptionality, for each  in R(N) with "(x) we have either
(ML)"(ML)"I or (ML)OI and (ML)OI. (4)
Now as in the proof of Proposition 4.3, we see that m

is the contribution of x to the intersection
cycle > ) r	 (t(¸
 )) in X(), where r :X()PX(N) is the restriction map induced by the
inclusion 

(N)P

(). Note that 3X()	(ML)"I is the subset of r	 (t (¸
 )) of
characters which arise as characters of representations in R(). We see that m

!x*0, and in
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fact x measures the contribution to > ) r	 (t(¸
)) of representations  in the normalization
R(N) of R(N) which satisfy "x in >I and ( )(ML)"I . Similar statements hold for m and
x , where these are de"ned in the same way as m and x , using p and q in place of p and q.
Assume m

"m

. By (4), we see that for each  in R(N) with "x we have ( )(ML)"I if
and only if ( )(ML)"I. It follows that x"x , and hence m!x"m!x .
Now assume m

Om

, say m

'm

. Then Proposition 1.5.4 of [5] implies that for all  in R(N)
with "x we have ( )(ML)"I. Hence x"m , and the di!erence m!x is 0. But (4)
implies that also ( )(ML)"I for all  . Hence m

!x"0"m!x .
Thus b

!c

"

(m

!x)" (m!x)"b!c . Multiplying by n and summing
over all >, we obtain Eq. (3).
It remains to be shown that Eq. (3) also holds if p and p are both odd, while q and q are of
di!erent parity, say q is odd and q even.
Note that the set B

consists of points of>I corresponding to characters  with (M)"(L)"2
and characters  with (M)"(L)"!2. The set B

consists of points of >I corresponding to
characters  with (M)"(L)"2 and characters  with (M)"2 and (L)"!2.
If x is a point of >I corresponding to a character  with (M)"(L)"2, then by the same
argument as in the case q,q mod 2 we obtain m

!x"m!x .
Note that there is a unique homomorphism  : 

(N)P/2 sending M to !1, since M is
a homology sphere. The homomorphism  induces an involution of R(N) which sends a repres-
entation  : 

(N)PS¸

() to the representation  de"ned by  (g)"(g)(g). Call the induced
involution ofX(N) , and let  be the induced map from>I to (>) for each>. Clearly  takes the set
of all characters  with (M)"(L)"!2 to the set of characters  with (M)"2 and
(L)"!2, and  carries normal bundles to normal bundles. Hence m	 "m , and x"( (x))
for any x in B

corresponding to such a character. Finally, for any >, n	"n since  is an
involution on X(=

) and on 3X()	()"I. Eq. (3) follows.
Thus

n

(b

!c

) depends only on the parity of p. Call this number E

if p is odd and E

if
p is even. The theorem follows. 
Note that if there are no irreducible representations of 

(N) satisfying conditions (i) and (ii) of
De"nition 4.7, then the set B

is empty for each>. Therefore E

and E

are both 0. We obtain
Corollary 4.10. Assume N contains no incompressible surface. Assume that there are no irreducible
representations of 

(N) satisfying conditions (i) and (ii) of Dexnition 4.7. Then for any slope p/q such
that the Alexander polynomial has no pth root of 1, we have
(K


)"		pM#qL		.
We remark that if p/q is an exceptional slope, then (K


)'pM#qL!E
 , where  denotes
the parity of p. To see this, note that
(K


)"		pM#qL		!

n

(b

!c

)
as before. We show 

n

(b

!c

)(E
 .
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Let p and q be relatively prime with p,p mod 2 and q,q mod 2, and assume that p/q is
non-exceptional. Then for each  in R(N) with 3(B ) we know that (ML)"I implies
(ML)"I. Hence for each x in 

B

we have x)x . (See the proof of Theorem 4.8.)
On the other hand, since p/q is exceptional, there exists a representation  : 

(N)PS¸

()
satisfying (i)}(iii) of De"nition 4.7. Fix such a . Then (ML)"I, while (ML)OI. It follows
that for some component > of X(N) there exists x3B

with (x)" and x'x .
Now for any such x, if m

)m

, we have m

!x(m!x . If m'm , then Proposition 1.5.4
of [5] implies that m

"x , and therefore m!x"0. But m'x , since 	() contributes
non-trivially to m

and trivially to x . Hence m!x'0"m!x .
Finally, arguing as in the proof of 4.8, for x such that there exists no representation  satisfy-
ing (i) } (iii) of De"nition 4.7 with (x)" , we have m!x"m!x . Hence


n

(b

!c

)(

n

(b

!c

)"E
 .
We remark that in the simple examples which we have computed, all of which are Dehn surgeries
on 2-bridge knots in S, E

and E

are equal. However, we have no reason to expect this to be
true in general.
We also note that in the examples computed, the relation
(K


)"		pM#qL		!E

holds even when the Alexander polynomial of K has a root which is a pth root of unity.
Finally, we remark that the entire theory presented here could presumably be carried out for
PS¸

() as well, although there would be much to check. In this case, only one invariant E would
be obtained.
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